
REASONS MARKETERS  
TRUST NEUSTAR  
IDENTITY DATA

Scalability. Depth. Accuracy. 
See why identity matters and 
how Neustar delivers.
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1: INSIGHT
Our insights are non-intuitive. Like Dan’s playing style.

DAN WAGNER // CUL-DE-SAC HERO 

Say you want to reach Dan Wagner, loving 
husband and father of two, shown here 
escaping his family by saving the world 
from doom. Basic consumer data might 
suggest he’s into gaming. But what about 
his household’s propensity for camping 
and water sports? 

Turns out they love the great outdoors  
as much as the great indoors. It’s these  
non-intuitive insights that sets Neustar 
Identity Data apart. 

Offline data linked to millions of U.S. 
adults and households.

We use a proprietary mix of techniques 
to link verified offline data, including 
wireless data, to a massive foundation 
of U.S. adults and households. (To learn 
exactly how many, scroll to the next page).

Linking all this data to cookies and mobile 
device IDs, we can help you target Dan 
not only for video games but camping 
gear (among other things). We might 
also suggest that you place your ad on 
educational websites, where the Wagners 
have a high propensity to visit. 

Pretty soon, you’ll be targeting with laser-
focus. Dan could take lessons.
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2: SCALABILITY
Our data scales like crazy. That’s a real analytics term.

ALISHA WAGNER // UBER-MOM

To target power moms like Alisha Wagner, 
your data needs to be big. Okay, everyone 
has Big Data these days, but Neustar  
has big numbers to prove our claims  
of hugeness. 

We’ve built our comprehensive 
audience data by linking over 80 million 
interconnected data elements, updated 
daily from over 200 data providers. Our 
identifiers—like name, address, phone 
number and email—help to create an 
authoritative identity for over 220 million 
adults and 120 million households.

The lowdown on candy bars, frozen foods 
and Pinterest.

It’s an amazingly vast dataset, and it’s 
rich and accurate too (again, scroll on for 
deets). Discover or build target audiences 
from over 16,000 audience profiles.  No 
matter how precisely you focus, you get 
scalability too.

It’s one of the keys to knowing that 
households like Alisha Wagner’s not only 
rank high for Snickers® consumption but 
low for frozen foods. In fact, they strongly 
prefer food “presented as an art form.” 
Since they’re into weight training, you 
might advertise in gyms. Or on Pinterest, 
one of their favorite sites.

Our data is uber. And uber is good. Alisha 
Wagner will tell you.

• 80 million interconnected  
 data elements
• 200 data providers
• 220 million adults
• 120 million U.S. households
• 16,000 audience profiles
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3: DEPTH
How deep is our data? Think craters of the moon.

JASON WAGNER // ROCKET MAN

To determine the presence of  
kids in households, and how they  
skew spending, you need data  
that’s not only wide but deep and 
highly nuanced. 

That’s why Neustar appends the  
heck out of our massive identity 
database.  Those 220 million+ adults 
and 120 million households are 
enriched with over 16,000 offline  
and online attributes, culled from 
third-party sources across  
numerous industries.  They’re the 
shadings that turn a sketch into  
a rich audience portrait.

Connect the dots: Discovery.com,  
sci-fi movies and Pop Tarts©.

Data in depth can tell you that  
families like the Wagners spend time 
on Discovery.com and academic 
websites. You’d also know they watch 
animated movies and sci-fi flicks,  
plus devour Pop Tarts and beef jerky  
(a favorite astronaut snack). 

Be deep. Like Jason Wagner—a 
dreamer, sure, but name an 
intergalactic explorer who isn’t.

• We append over 16,000 attributes
• Both offline and online predictive attributes
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4: ACCURACY
Precision data. Checked for freshness all day long.

JODY WAGNER // MATHMAGICIAN

Like Jody Wagner, math student 
extraordinaire, you know the 
importance of accuracy. You also  
know that accurate is synonymous 
with freshness.

To ensure the most current 
information, Neustar updates its 
identity data every single day—over 
two million inbound updates per day 
from 200 providers. We continuously 
authenticate identity with billions of 
anonymized transactions. This lets 
us keep pace as data changes by the 
second, with every swipe of a card or 
click of an order button. 

Math sites and horror flicks, yes. Yoga, meh.

With accurate identity data, you’d 
know that Jody’s family belongs 
to a unique audience that likes 
CoolMath-Games.com and watching 
horror movies. While someone in 
the home has likely tried yoga, their 
participation isn’t enough to serve ads 
for mats and leggings.

Accuracy breeds precision. Ask Jody. 
No really, ask her—thanks to her killer 
math skills, she’s interning with us 
next summer.

2 million inbound updates daily
- From 200 data providers
- Corroboration from billions of anonymized daily transactions
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5: PRIVACY
We protect it fiercely.  
Like Wags protects his bowl.

WAGS WAGNER // FAMILY PET

Let’s skip the puns about watchdogs 
and get straight to the point. Neustar 
is committed to the principle of 
privacy by design. We design, build 
and deliver services that respect 
consumer privacy. You can trust that 
our data meets and even exceeds the 
expectations of a skeptical public and 
industry cognoscenti. In fact, we have 
a Chief Privacy Officer who evangelizes 
and enforces the letter and the spirit 
of the P-word. 

Specifically, this means...

Regarding market segmentation data: 
we collect consumer survey data 
and household/neighborhood-level 
demographic data from third party 
providers. We aggregate it to make 
predictions about the preferences 
and interests of large groups of 
similar consumers. 

Cats creep. Dogs protect.  
Neustar is with Wags.
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WANT TO LEARN MORE?
Put your feet up and read all about Neustar Identity Data:

VISIT WWW.NEUSTAR.BIZ
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